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Abstract—The Self Organizing Map (SOM) involves neural networks, that learns the features of input data thorough unsupervised, competitive neighborhood learning. In the SOM learning algorithm, connection weights in a SOM feature map are initialized at random values, which also sets nodes at random locations in the feature map independent of input data space. The move distance of output nodes increases, slowing learning convergence. As precedence research, we proposed the method to improve this problem, initial node exchange by using a part of feature map. In this paper, we propose two improved exchange method, node exchange with fixed neighbor area and spiral node exchange. The node exchange with fixed neighbor area uses fixed position of winner node and fixed initial size of neighbor area that sets to cover whole feature map. We investigate how average move distance of all nodes and average deviation of move distance would change with the differences by type of fixed neighbor area in node exchange process. The spiral node exchange is used instead of neighbor area reduction reputation of former method. By spiral node exchange, repetition by node exchange process becomes needless and can expect speed up of total processing.

Index Terms—first Self-organizing map, feature map, node exchange, fixed neighbor area, spiral exchange.

I. INTRODUCTION

Kohonen's Self Organizing Map (SOM) [1] involves neural networks [2], for which an algorithm learns the feature of input data thorough unsupervised, competitive neighbourhood learning. The SOM is applied in many fields and has been widely studies [3]. Learning efficiency or speed is essential to putting the SOM to practical use, as proposed by some techniques [4-6]. But studies on improvement based on conventional SOM learning algorithms have been left out of main stream.

Based on the conventional SOM learning algorithm, SOM learning is influenced by the sequence of learning data and the initial feature map. We previously reported the influence of the sequence of learning data [7-9], finding that a difference occurred in learning speed due to the sequence of learning data even if all learning data and initial feature map are the same [7], and explained part of this phenomenon using mathematical analysis [8-9].

We reported that the initial feature map also influenced SOM learning efficiency. In initialization, connection weights in a feature map are initialized at random values, but this also sets nodes to random point in the feature map independent of input data space, slowing learning speed or convergence, because this relation is self-organized when convergence is completed. To solve this problem, we proposed initial node exchange using a part of learning data [10-12]. This method cut both the average of move distance of all nodes and the time reduced to complete learning almost in half [10]. And sufficient effect is acquired using few number of learning data in node exchange process [11-12]. In addition, we proposed initial node exchange using a part of initialized nodes connection weights [13], that is handled without the input from the outside. This method is effective by about 5% smaller number of input data for exchange, but peek performance is about 6% inferior, comparing with initial node exchange using learning data.

Since node are exchanged by adding to the conventional SOM learning algorithm, the processing load of node exchange should be minimized. The processing load is related to 3 factors, the amount of input data (factor 1), the initial size of neighbor area (factor 2), and the reduction speed of the neighbor area (factor 3). We clarified factor 1 in earlier research [11-13], and clarified factor 2 in another earlier research [14]. From the results, we found that sufficient effect is acquired, if a total of neighbor areas becomes wider than the feature map.

Through these researches, we got new ideas, fixed size of neighbor area for node exchange, fixed position of winner node and fixed initial size of neighbor area that sets to cover whole feature map at the beginning.

In this paper, we investigate how average move distance of all nodes and average deviation of move distance would change with the differences by type of fixed neighbor area in node exchange process.

Hereafter, Chapter 2 explains SOM, Chapter 3 describes about initial node exchange, Chapter 4 describes experiments, and Chapter 5 describes a conclusion.

II. SELF ORGANIZING MAP

Kohonen's self-organizing map (SOM) involves of neural networks, that learn the features of input data through unsupervised, competitive neighborhood learning. The SOM is mapping from high to low...
dimensional space, usually as a two-dimensional (2D) map. It provides a feature map that arranges similar classes nearer to one another to visualize high-dimensional information in a 2D feature map. Map representation makes it easier to understand relations between data.

The SOM generally has two layers, an input layer and an output layer. Output layer nodes usually form a 2D grid and input layer nodes are fully connected with those at output layer nodes. Each connection has a connection weight, so all output layer nodes have patterns or vectors to be learned.

After learning, each node represents a group of individuals with similar features, the individual corresponding to the same node or to neighboring nodes. That is, the SOM configures output nodes into a topological representation of original data through a process called self-organization (Fig.1).

**A. SOM Learning Algorithm**

In learning process, when an input pattern or input vector is presented to the input layer as learning data, output layer nodes compete mutually for the right to be declared the winner. The winning node is the output layer node whose incoming connection weights are the closest to the input pattern in Euclidean distance. The connection weights of the winning node and its neighbor nodes are then adjusted, i.e., moved closer toward the input pattern.

As learning process progresses, the learning rate and the size of the neighbor area around the winning node decreases, so in an early stage of learning process, large numbers of output layer nodes are adjusted strongly and, in the final stage, the winning node alone is adjusted weakly.

SOM learning consists of a double loop. Learning data is input sequentially and connection weights are adjusted by the inside loop. The learning rate and neighbor area size are decreased by the outside loop and the inside loop. The learning rate and neighbor area size are input sequentially and connection weights are adjusted in the final stage, the winning node alone is adjusted.

**B. Measure of Learning**

In the conventional SOM algorithm, the convergence of learning is mainly determined by the following two measures:

1. The number of repetitions exceeds the threshold.
2. The largest distance in all distances between learning data and its winning node becomes smaller than the threshold.

Measure 1 emphasizes learning convergence without considering learning speed. A long time or a large number of repetitions is set as the threshold, because it is the sufficient length for learning convergence. Learning takes the same time or the same repetition limited by the threshold, regardless of learning algorithm performance.

Measure 2 uses the distance between learning data and farthest winning node as a measure of learning. Since attention is paid to the node with the slowest convergence, convergence of the entire feature map or all nodes is not measured.

In addition to these measures, we proposed the average move distance of all nodes (AMD) [10] to consider both learning speed and convergence of the entire feature map. Since AMD becomes a constant if learning converges, this measures the speed of convergence. Because AMD is the average move distance instead of the move distance of a specific node, this measures the entire feature map.

AMD at s-th learning loop $M_{AMD}(s)$ is calculated by equation (2).

\[ M_{AMD}(s) = \sum_{k=1}^{d} \sum_{i=1}^{q} \sum_{j=1}^{q} d_s(x_{i,j,k}, x_{i,j-1,k}) \]  

\[ d_s(a, b) \]: Euclidean distance.

\[ x_{i,j,k} \]: Output node vector of

\[ i \)-th location of feature map learned by

\[ j \)-th learning data in

\[ x_n = x_{n-1} - g(x_{n-1} - y_n) \]  

\[ x_n \]: Connection weight learned by n-th learning data.

\[ y_n \]: n-th learning data.

\[ g \]: Learning rate. \( 0 < g < 1 \)
A. Basic Concepts

In the initialization process of SOM learning, step 1 in the outside loop in the previous section, all connection weights in the feature map are initialized at random values within the domain of each dimension, so no relation exists between locations of input data space and the feature map.

Unfortunately, learning becomes slow for this missing relation. In the SOM learning algorithm, step 7 of the inside loop, neighbor nodes are selected based on the location on the feature map, although the neighbor node that should be selected is based on the location of input data space. As learning progresses, the relation between input data space and the feature map is self-organized, but the influence of this missing relation is particularly serious in early learning and the distance nodes in input data space move increases.

The initial node exchange concept holds that neighbor nodes in input data space are gathered into neighbor area in the feature map by node exchange, without adjusting connection weights. Nodes in the neighbor area in the feature map are exchanged for nodes in the neighbor area in input data space. This way, the relation between input data space and the feature map is organized based on input data.

Nodes must be exchanged using selected learning data as input data, because many mapping possibilities exist from input data space to the feature map and desirable mapping changes based on learning data. Even when enough input data is chosen at random from learning data, the relation between the location of input data space and that of the feature map must be made by node exchange, without adjusting connection weights (Fig.2).

III. Initial Node Exchange

B. Former Method: initial node exchange

The scheme of initial node exchange process as follows:
1: Select input data.
2: Present input data to input nodes.
3: Calculate the distance between input data and all output nodes.
4: Sequence output nodes by distance.
5: Set the first order node as the winning node.
6: Select a neighbor node of the winning node in the feature map.
7: Select next order node.
8: Exchange their location in the feature map or exchange connection weights.
9: Repeat 6 to 8 until all neighbor node are processed.
10: Repeat 1 to 9 until enough data are performed.

It is clear from this that the initial node exchange process is easy to implement because the inside loop scheme of the learning algorithm resembles the initial node exchange process. The only differences are step 6 and step 8 of the inside loop. In initial node exchange process, step 6 of the inside loop is removed because it involves connection weight adjustment of the winning node, and step 8 of the inside loop is rewritten from connection weight adjustment of neighbor nodes to select neighbor nodes in input data space (step 7 in the exchange) and exchange it for the neighbor node in the feature map (step 8 in the exchange).

The learning algorithm with initial node exchange is easily realized by inserting the node exchange process between feature map initialization and connection weight adjustment in the outside loop of learning.

The outside loop of our proposal is as follows:
1: Initialize all connection weights at random.
e1: Initialize the learning rate and neighbor area size.
e2: Execute initial node exchange.
e3: Decrease the learning rate and neighbor area size.
e4: Repeat e2 to e3 until relation is made.
2: Initialize the learning rate and neighbor area size.
3: Execute the inside loop.
4: Decrease the learning rate and neighbor area size.
5: Repeat 3 to 4 until learning is completed.

Because nodes are exchanged by adding to the conventional SOM learning algorithm, the processing load should be minimized. The processing load depends on the number of exchange nodes, so the number of input data (factor 1), the initial size of the neighbor area (factor 2), and the reduction speed of the neighbor area (factor 3) are influenced by the load.

In early works [11-13], we studied how AMD changed with differences in the number of input data (factor 1) under the conditions that the initial size of the neighbor area and the reduction speed of the neighbor area were fixed to the same value as in learning process. We found that the effect was highest for 5% to 10% of the number of input data in the output node of the feature map, and AMD was shortened to about 70%.

It also studied about 2nd factor by our another work [14]. From this research, We found that sufficient effect
is calculated by a equation (3).

\[ L_{\text{fix}} = d \sum_{i=1}^{m} (2i+1)^2 \]  

\[ d : \text{number of input data} \]  
\[ m : \text{initial size of neighbor area} \]  
\[ n : \text{size of feature map} \]

D. Proposed Method 2: Spiral Node Exchange

In learning process, neighbor area reduction are required, because by node adjustment and neighbor area reduction SOM realized self-organization, Mexican hat distribution for each winner node. In contrast, because no node adjustment in node exchange process, a value of a node is not changed. Value of all nodes are fixed, and distance for a winner node is constant from beginning to end. Therefore it is not required neighbor area reduction. The process can exchange nodes so that a node of a near value comes near a winner node according to a fixed value.

In former method, I applied neighbor area reduction reputation to node exchange process because of easy implementation. In proposed method 2, I use spiral node exchange instead of neighbor area reduction reputation. By this method, the repetition by node exchange process becomes needless and can expect speed up of processing.

At the algorithm of the proposed method 2, nodes are exchanged by the order of distance, exchange is earlier so as to be nearer. The process is performed in a spiral toward the outside from the center. So we call this spiral node exchange.

The algorithm of former method is modified for proposed method 2. The scheme of initial node exchange process is shown as following:

1: Initialize all connection weights at random.
2: Initialize the learning rate and neighbor area size.
3: Calculate the distance between input data and all output nodes.
4: Decrease the learning rate and neighbor area size.
5: Execute initial node exchange.
6: Select a neighbor node of the winning node in the feature map.
7: Select next order node.
8: Exchange their location in the feature map or exchange connection weights.
9: Repeat 6 to 8 until all neighbor node are processed.
10: Repeat 1 to 9 until all fixed neighbor area are performed.

The differences are only step 6 of former method. Step 6 is rewrote from random node in feature map to center node of one of fixed neighbor area. Step 10 is rewrote from enough data to all fixed neighbor area.

The initialization of neighbor area in the outside loop scheme is also modified from default size to fixed size.

Total number of node exchange \( L_{\text{fix}} \) is calculated by a equation (3).

\[ L_{\text{fix}} = d \sum_{i=1}^{m} (2i+1)^2 \]
The differences are only removing step e3 and e4 because neighbor area reduction reputation becomes needless.

Let’s estimate number of node exchange. The neighbor area size is cut off by the edge of the feature map if the winner node locate near a edge. When the neighbor size is smaller than the size of feature map, the feature map divides 3 kind of 9 areas shown in fig.3 because of symmetricalness of the feature map. If the winner node is in "a1" area, the neighbor area is not cut off, then the number of node exchange is \( m^2 \). The area size of "a1" is \((n-2M(m))^2/n^2\) so the possibility that winner node is in "a1" is \((n-2M(m))^2/n^2\). If winner node is in "a2" area, neighbor area is cut off in one direction, then the number of node exchange is calculated by \( m(m-i) \), where \( m-i \) is the distance from a edge. The length of \( m-i \) part of "a2" is \( n-2M(m) \) so the possibility that winner node is in \( m-i \) part of "a2" is \((n-2M)/n^2\). If winner node is in "a3" area, neighbor area is cut off in two directions, then the number of node exchange is calculated by \((m-i)(m-j)\), where \( m-i \) and \( m-j \) are the distance from each edge. The possibility that winner node is in \( m-i \) and \( m-j \) point of "a3" is \( 1/n^2 \).

So, the expectation of the number of node exchange, when neighbor size is \( m \), is calculated by a formula (4).

\[
N(m) = \frac{(n-2M(m))^2}{n^2} m^2 + 4 \frac{n-2M(m)}{n^2} \sum_{j=1}^{M(m)} m(m-i) \\
+ \frac{4}{n^2} \sum_{j=1}^{M(m)} \sum_{k=1}^{M(m)} (m-j)(m-k)
\]

(4)

where \( M(m) = \frac{m}{2} + 1 \)

In same way, the expectation, when the neighbor size is bigger than the size of feature map, is calculated by a formula (5).

\[
N(m) = \frac{(n-2M)^2}{n^2} \sum_{j=1}^{\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} n(n-i) \\
+ \frac{4}{n^2} \sum_{j=1}^{\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} \sum_{k=1}^{\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} (n-j)(n-k)
\]

(5)

where \( M = \frac{n}{2} + 1 \)

Total number of node exchange \( L_{nx} \) is calculated by a formula (6).

\[
L_{nx} = d \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} N(2i+1)
\]

(6)

d : number of input data
m : initial size of neighbor area
n : size of feature map

Total number of exchange in former method is calculated by a formula (6), and in spiral node exchange, sum in formula (6) becomes needless because neighbor area reduction reputation becomes needless. Using formula (4) and formula (5), total number of exchange in spiral node exchange \( L_{sp} \) is calculated by a formula (7).

\[
L_{sp} = d N(m)
\]

(7)

d : number of input data
m : initial size of neighbor area

VI. EXPERIMENTS

An experiments were performed to examine the effectiveness of proposed methods.

A. Proposed Method I : Fixed Size Neighbor Area

For former method, initial node exchange with part of initial output nodes as input data for initial node exchange process (indicated by "node"), the initial size of neighbor area is 7x7, and random 10 output nodes as input data are used in initial node exchange.

![Figure 4. 4 types of initial size and position](image)

To examine a difference about the size of fixed neighbor areas, 4 types of fixed neighbor areas are used in proposed method, fixed 1, 4, 9, and 16 neighbor areas. The examples are shown in Fig.4.

| TABLE I. TOTAL NUMBER OF NODE EXCHANGE |
|---|---|---|---|
| n | m | L | |
| node | 10 | 7 | 830 | 100% |
| fixed1 | 1 | 10 | 264 | 32% |
| fixed4 | 4 | 5 | 136 | 16% |
| fixed9 | 9 | 4 | 285 | 37% |
| fixed16 | 16 | 3 | 123 | 17% |

Total number of node exchange using the parameters in the experiment is calculated by equation (3), and the result are shown in Tab.1. From Tab.1, by proposed methods, total number of node exchange is decreased to 16% at the maximum, in comparison with former method.
To examine a difference about the type of learning data, 3 variation of learning data are used for all experiments.

Learning data is created randomly into 1, 4, and 8 classes. In 1 class, total 160 data are used. In 4 classes, the center of classes is one of the farthest corner of 3 dimensional cube, and 40 data per class for a total of 160 data are used. The image of learning data distribution is shown in Fig.5(a). In 8 classes, the center of classes is one of the corner of 3 dimensional cube, and 20 data per class for a total 160 of data are used. The image of learning data distribution is shown in Fig.5(b).

![Image of learning data distribution](image.png)

**Figure 5.** distribution image of learning data

For experiments we used common parameters, 10x10 of 100 nodes two dimensional feature map, initializing its connection weights at random values, with the learning rate gradually converging at 0.0001 from 0.01 as learning progresses, neighbor size of learning also converges from 7x7 area to single node.

For experiments we used common parameters, 10x10 of 100 nodes two dimensional feature map, initializing its connection weights at random values, with the learning rate gradually converging at 0.0001 from 0.01 as learning progresses, neighbor size of learning also converges from 7x7 area to single node.

![Feature Map](image.png)

**Figure 6.** typical example of feature map

We conducted experiment for confirming that learning using our proposal is satisfactory.

An example of initial feature map by 8 classes leaning data is shown in fig.6(a). All connection weights are initialized at random values. The number, 0 to 7, shows the node belonging to the class in it, and a different number shows a different class. Fig.6(a) shows that nodes are distributed at random in the initial feature map.

Fig.6(b) and Fig.6(c) show results of initializing the feature map in fig.6(a). The feature map after applying the initial node exchange is shown in fig.6(b), which indicates that, even though connection weights were not adjusted, nodes of the same class have gathered together in the initial node exchange. The feature map after applying all proposed method is shown in fig.6(c), which indicates that self-organization of the feature map is completed after our proposal is done.

This trend is seen in all experiment results so we concluded that our proposal enabled learning the same as the conventional SOM learning algorithm.

We conducted experiment for investigate how AMD would change by type of fixed neighbor area and the number of data classes.

Fig.7 shows average of 1000 times of experiments. Horizontal axis shows AMD by the percentage which set conventional SOM to 100. Vertical axis shows the number of data classes. "node" indicates former method, and "fixed1" to "fixed16" indicates the method using each type of neighbor area in initial node exchange process.

Fig.7 indicates that, initial node exchange is effective from the reason that AMD of all methods, including former method, are always smaller than the conventional method. In addition, fixed1 and fixed4 are smaller than former method, and fixed1 is the smallest in every number of data classes. The advantage against conventional method increases when data class, or randomness of learning data, increases. The difference between each method becomes smaller when data class increase with same reason.

From these, we concluded that fixed1 and fixed4 are improved than former method, and fixed1 is the best method in the viewpoint of AMD.

![Average Move Distance (AMD)](image.png)

**Figure 7.** the average of move distance (AMD) for each method

We conducted experiment for investigate how average deviation of move distance would change by type of fixed neighbor area and the number of data classes.

Fig.8 shows average of 1000 times of experiments. Horizontal axis shows Average Deviation of Move Distance by the percentage which set conventional SOM
to 100. Vertical axis shows the number of data classes. 

“node” indicates former method, and “fixed1” to “fixed16” indicates the method using each type of neighbor area in initial node exchange process.

Fig.8 indicates that, except fixed1, average deviation are always bigger than the conventional method. The average deviation becomes bigger when data class increase. This can be explained form the reason that the difference or the distance between input data make deviation large, only fixed1 has one input data, there is on difference between input data, and others have multi data as input data.

From these, we concluded that in the viewpoint of average deviation, only fixed1 is improved than conventional method, although almost all methods are improved than former method.

Learning data is created randomly into 8 classes. The center of classes is one of the corner of 3 dimensional cube, and 20 data per class for a total 160 of data are used. The image of learning data distribution is shown in Fig.5(b).

B. Proposed Method 2 : Spiral Node Exchange

For experiments we used common parameters, 10x10 of 100 nodes two dimensional feature map, initializing its connection weights at random values, with the learning rate gradually converging at 0.0001 from 0.01 as learning progresses, neighbor size of learning also converges from 7x7 area to single node.

Figure 8. average deviation of move distance for each method

Figure 9. amount of node exchange

Figure 10. former method

Total number of node exchange using the parameters in the experiment is calculated by formula (6) and formula (7) are shown in Fig.9. Horizontal axis shows the calculation result of total amount of node exchange by the percentage which set 3x3 neighbor size of former method to 100. Vertical axis shows initial size of neighbor area.

Fig.9 indicates that, the proposed method are always small amount of node exchange than the former method, and at "11x11" proposed method is 1/3 times of the former method.

We conducted experiment for investigate how AMD would change by type of node exchange. 

Fig.10 and Fig.11 shows average of 500 times of experiments. Horizontal axis shows AMD by the percentage which set conventional SOM to 100. Vertical axis shows the amount of input data by the percentage which set all node in feature map to 100. "3x3" to
"11x11" indicates initial neighbor size in initial node exchange process.

Fig.10 is the result of former method, Fig.11 is the result of proposed method that uses spiral node exchange. Fig.10 indicates that, when an initial neighbor size is "7x7" or bigger, the average of move distance of nodes is enough shorter at 4% of data. From this point, as the number of input data increases, AMD increases.

Fig.11 indicates that, when an initial neighbor size is "7x7" or bigger, the average of move distance of nodes is enough shorter (shorter than 80%) at 4% of data. And the line is stable (80% to 77.5%) independently of input data and initial neighbor size.

From these, we concluded that spiral node exchange is improved than former method, in the view point of both AMD and the amount of node exchange. Reduction performance of AMD is better and the amount of node exchange is less.

V. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed two improved methods, Fixed Size Neighbor Area (method 1) and Spiral Node Exchange (method 2).

By method 1, we have studied how AMD and average deviation of move distance changes with differences by type of fixed neighbor area and the number of data classes in node exchange process. As a result of experiments, the most effect is acquired by fixed1 method in the viewpoint of both AMD and average deviation. Using fixed1 method, the initial node exchange process reduced to about 32% in comparison with former method.

By method 2, we have studied how AMD changes with differences by type of node exchange and initial neighbor size in node exchange process. As a result of experiments, spiral node exchange is effective and is improved the performance in the view point of both AMD and the amount of node exchange.

Future work is to combine these two methods and to estimate its efficiency.
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